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 “Instead of talking about heritage – simply as a legacy-, it is precise to speak about 

the actions accomplished by heritage in order to encourage new activities and satisfy 

new needs.”  

 

Professor Xavier Greffe,  
University of the Sorbonne 

 

 

 

“...That Cultural Heritage constitutes a valuable and irreplaceable resource. It acts 

as an element that revitalises cities and territories and is able to improve the 

quality of life of their inhabitants, to stimulate investment and to create country 

branding. This resource is seen to be particularly essential for the development of 

peripheral territories affected by the process of depopulation”. 

 

 

  

Charter of Brussels, 2009 
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The cultural heritage of Castile and León, defined as an essential value and an object of 

special protection, belongs to all the citizens of the community. The current conceptual, 

social, economic and political framework requires the implementation of new models of 

order, intervention and management of comprehensive property. 

 

The PLAN PAHIS 2020 of the Cultural heritage of Castile and León, hereinafter, Plan PAHIS 

2020, intends to incorporate a more current perception of cultural property, in the theoretical, 

legal, technical and social fields – as well as the progressive participation of civil society. At 

the same time, presenting new approaches to the challenges posed by public 

administrations, which suggest sustainable conservation, correlation of protection and 

promotional actions on the territory. Assuming the principle inclusive of users, managers and 

owners as irreplaceable agents in the maintenance of manifestations and elements 

integrated into cultural heritage. 

 

The plan includes the right of people to know and identify with cultural property and to live in 

a valued and protected cultural environment, likewise, stimulating to all citizens to collaborate 

in its management, and to have heritage legacy, as an ordinary resource for the development 

of territory and social well-being.  For Cultural heritage to be conceived as a public service 

that public authorities have to take into account.  

 

According to the principles of a coordinated programming with future projection, this plan 

takes into account the objectives of other strategic plans of the Department of Culture and 

Tourism of the Castile and León Regional Government, such as the 1st Plan of Cultural and 

Creative Industries of the Castile and León Community 2013-2016 or the Strategic Plan of 

Tourism (2014-2018). In turn, objectives, priorities and programmes are shared with the 

National/Regional Research and Innovation for Smart specialization (RIS3 in Spanish) of 

Castile and León 2014-2020, a planning document of science and technology policies of the 

Autonomous Region. 
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Defined, as well, by the objectives of sustainability, efficiency and social development 

emanating from the Horizon 2020 programme, a framework programme for research and 

innovation in the European Union, which seeks to promoting a Europe with citizens more 

culturally, economically and socially prosperous. 

 

This plan reflects the principles set forth in the Charter of Brussels on the role of Cultural 

Heritage in the Economy of Europe, promoted by the Castile and León Regional Government 

and signed by relevant institutions linked to the field of cultural heritage of more than nine 

countries in the European environment. This proposes that cultural heritage should be 

considered as a resource and a driving force of development, at the same time manifested in 

the need to establish a strategy for the socialisation of its value. These principles are 

disseminated through the EVoCH Platform, driven by the Castile and León Regional 

Government, which is intended to be a permanent observatory for the study and promotion of 

the economic value of cultural heritage in Europe. 

 

From experience in the management of a very broad, valuable and complex cast of cultural 

assets are distributed by the territory of the Community, the study and exchange of 

experiences with other public and private managers, and the challenges enforced by the 

socioeconomic characteristics of Castile and León, has brought us to consider proposing a 

series of principles and programmes for PLAN PAHIS 2020. This way, taking into account 

the structural disproportion between the population resources of our Community and its 

enormous and dispersed heritage, the Castile and León region has eight assets registered in 

the World List and has almost two thousand Assets of Cultural Interest (BIC in Spanish) 

distributed in around 750 municipalities of the 2,248 that exist. Of them, 90% do not exceed 

3,000 inhabitants. From a territorial point of view and despite the extension of the 

Community, there is an asset of Cultural Interest approximately every 50 km2. 

 

Plan PAHIS 2004-2012 of the Historical Heritage of Castile and León, established as a 

strategic principle the use of the territory as a basic tool and the heritage assets as 

development resources. In implementation, these principles are defined, identified and 
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developed as Territorial Heritage Systems (STPs in Spanish) and Cultural Projects (PCs in 

Spanish) that have encouraged a new methodology based on multidisciplinary projects, in 

the research and application of the latest technologies concerning documentation, 

intervention and dissemination of cultural heritage. One of its most important outcomes has 

been the achievement of a major projection of the actions on the heritage towards citizens, 

giving visibility to the interventions and raising awareness of the values, ensuring the 

activation of a more intense impact on local development. Likewise, it has sought to promote 

a more efficient institutional collaboration, in the private sector, which has characterised a 

solid sponsorship and joint responsibility in the management field. Therefore, the new Plan 

maintains and promotes these modalities of management. 

 

During the validity of Plan PAHIS 2004-2012, the investment in cultural heritage - public and 

private- amounted to over 500 million Euros, adding to the investment effort of the 

administration, a remarkable commitment and participation of civil society. In figures, the 

investment reached more than 1.23 % of the total Community budget, exceeding the national 

average which stands at 0.61 %. Investment per capita in heritage amounted to 24 €, and in 

respect of the percentage of GDP, to 0.16 %. This has resulted in more than 5,400 research 

interventions in protection, conservation and dissemination, which has concluded in more 

than one intervention on average daily. The direct investment of the Directorate General of 

Cultural Heritage of the Department of Culture and Tourism has been more than 247 million 

Euros. 

 

In terms of employment, the completed interventions on the assets of cultural heritage of 

Castile and León have assumed through years of implementation by Plan PAHIS, the annual 

average utilisation of 1,320 direct jobs in the whole of the Community of Castile and León1. 

Calculated as full time, which should add economic activity founded on tourism and 

                                                

1
 The estimation of this figure was carried out from the calculation realized by the Foundation of 

Historical Heritage. Based on these studies, it was concluded that every 29,000 € invested, maintained 
a direct job full-time during the intervention. 
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associated services. The various activities related to cultural heritage –investigation, 

conservation, restoration, maintenance, dissemination-, involve around 100 companies and 

hundreds of professionals, directly dedicated to this domain, such as architects, restorers, 

archaeologists, historians, anthropologists or communication professionals. 

In recent years, it has deepened in context of the so-called economy field of cultural heritage, 

according to current criteria’s, which establish, that assets of cultural heritage should not be 

considered as a burden but as a means to generate development and social cohesion. 

During these years, it has worked to ensure that management systems of assets and cultural 

services are increasingly effective and active, and at the same time to be socially and 

economically sustainable in the long term.  

PLAN PAHIS 2020 suggests improving the planned management to consolidate the 

sustainability of cultural heritage policies, promoting the public-private arrangement and other 

mechanisms of social and economic valuation, regarding the intervention on these cultural 

assets. Establishing a period of validity until the year 2020, which is considered appropriate 

to develop, apply and consolidate strategies and policy interventions in the assets integrated 

in the cultural heritage of Castile and León. 

 

Naming this PLAN PAHIS 2020, symbolises a set of concepts expressing the philosophy and 

orientation of the planning policy and the management criteria. Thus, it remains the acronym 

of the previous intervention Plan, making reference to history and at the same time, alludes 

(in terms of its perception and strategy), to the idea of country as territory shaped by the 

cultural action, and invokes the words landscape and scenery, that acquired a remarkable 

prominence in the present and future management of cultural heritage. 

 

PLAN PAHIS 2020 is defined based on a new methodology planning of systemic, dynamic 

and participatory, subject to a continuous evaluation, which contributes to a better 

management of cultural assets. The foundation has defined some general principles that 

inspire the philosophy of the intervention policy, for the cultural heritage of the Community of 

Castile and León. Their proposals should be considered as guidelines, not only for the public 
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administration but also for institutions, entities, agents and collaborators involved in the 

heritage management.   

 

Organised around five focuses or strategic lines, that include objectives from existing 

programmes, which in turn specify the proposed actions to achieve the said objectives.  

However, it has attempted to escape the traditional division hierarchical and sectoral of this 

type of strategic plan, instead opting to design an open and transverse document that 

facilitates and seeks, on the one hand, the participation of social agents, and on the other, 

the interrelationship and the constant control of its postulates.  In this way, and if necessary 

for a better compliance of the plan’s objectives, permits the redefinition of its actions, which 

in one way constitutes a closed and unchangeable relation.  

 

 

 

In the same way, the principles and objectives of each strategic focus of the Plan will then 

serve to be used as evaluating criteria when it comes to the consideration of proposed new 

actions from the initiative and undertaking of citizens and social agents involved in the 

management of heritage assets. The joint valuation of its characteristics and of the reach of 

its objectives could determine its possible incorporation in the programme of actions 

contemplated within Plan PAHIS 2020. 

 

PLAN PAHIS 2020 is thus conceived as a matrix in which the actions that refer to a 

multiplicity of objectives, including those relating to the protection, conservation, education, 

accessibility, participation, promotion, innovation and sustainability are integrated. On these 

actions a monitoring and evaluation through quantitative and qualitative indicators can be 

developed, which permit them to undertake a continuous assessment launch of the Plan’s 

objectives. 

 

The elaboration and propositions of this new Plan have relied on the previous enquiry to 

organisms, businesses, professionals and well-known individuals in this sector. We 
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consulted with political groups represented in the Regional Parliament of Castile and León 

and exposed the members of the Council of Cultural Policies. All the suggestions and 

propositions received awards for this planning document, a contrasted validity and a wide 

consensus regarding estimations and projects. 
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_______________________________________________GENERAL PRINCIPLES 

 

These general principles resulting from the theoretical speech initiated within the composition 

of Plan PAHIS 2004-2012 of the Historical Heritage of Castile and León, are laid out in the 

current plan as key concepts and essential principles for the proposition of the management 

of cultural heritage of Castile and León over the next few years, a defined proposal from a 

suitable social, economic cultural and administrative reality of the Community.  

 

PLAN PAHIS 2020 reinforces the existing concepts already present in the intervention policy 

carried out over the last few years, erecting as general principles those which are considered 

as the foundation of the intervention policy in cultural heritage: Society, Knowledge, System, 

Territory and Cooperation. 

 

 

Society 

 

The principles and actions of the Regional Government of Castile and León policy, 

concerning cultural heritage management, has supposed to promote a better knowledge of 

reality and a better valuation of cultural assets on the part of the citizens. Thus, the social 

participation is conceived as fundamental in these tasks that promote the conservation, 

protection and management of cultural heritage. The various initiatives intended to promote 

its own and indispensable as a resource that contributes to social/economic development 

and the consequent improvement in the quality of life. The care and enhancement of the 

heritage, and the promotion and development of their collective appreciation may constitute 

as an efficient tool for social cohesion, both in the cities and towns as in the territories, as 

well as enable the generation of new resources focused to deal with the tasks of 

management and maintenance. 

 

In consideration of the activities related to cultural heritage as a public service which 

contribute to the development of a community, drives to suggest as a priority of patrimonial 
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education, which should not only be understood as a mode of cultivating the awareness of 

the citizens of tomorrow, but also as a mode of knowledge itself in the society, history and 

territorial environment they live.   

The Plan equally proposes to contribute to the improvement of universal accessibility through 

the opening and regulating of the conditions of use and visit, eliminating physical and other 

types of barriers, and indicating the conditions of access to assets. Furthermore, it favours 

the universal access to heritage knowledge in the modernisation of the transmission 

processes of available information, communication and access systems through the use of 

new technologies. All of this with the order of the environment, assets and services in the 

field of cultural heritage may be understandable, usable and practical for all persons in 

conditions of safety and comfort in the most autonomous and natural way possible. 

 

In the same way to ensure easy access for citizens to the documents related to heritage and 

the administrative procedures in which they take part. 

 

Knowledge 

 

Knowledge of cultural assets constitutes as an essential premise to articulate an appropriate 

public policy of heritage management, which would enable the identification and definition of 

its characteristics, values, representation or state of conservation, and incorporate this 

information into a larger historical and cultural context. Thus, proposals concerning cultural 

property must be defined from a research process that inquires in the criteria of, techniques, 

procedures and technological instruments should be applied in each circumstance to ensure 

its conservation and sustainability. 

 

Cultural heritage plays an important role as a promoter of activities related to scientific 

research and development, encouraging the creation of quality and specialised employment 

and presumes a contribution in the development of societies and territories. 
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All the generated knowledge in the field of cultural heritage must be suitably transferred to 

the society through the use of new means of communication and dissemination of scientific 

production.  

 
 
 
 
System 
 

PLAN PAHIS 2020 suggests a comprehensive management system (SGI  in Spanish) of 

cultural heritage which on the one hand, uses knowledge methodologies and analysis that 

promotes a systematic knowledge related to the cultural assets of a territory, that constitutes 

the entire heritage reality, in which, on the other hand establishes shared and organised 

networks among the various social agents: public administration, owners of assets, 

immediate managers, entrepreneurs, professionals and citizens, therefore a participative and 

agreed management system. This SGI implies the coordination and incorporation of various 

diverse actions and initiatives managed to achieve high quality projects, of efficiency and 

sustainability of inversions, to improve the perception, visibility and valuation of cultural 

heritage and to motivate joint responsibility. 

 

Integrated management involves the attainment of coordinated and planned actions of 

documentation, research, preservation, protection, restoration, accessibility, maintenance, 

promotion and dissemination. In this way, each of these projects contains a set of 

interrelated actions of different programmes, which go beyond the executed material of 

intervention tasks of promoting management and socialisation of cultural assets, its use and 

assessment by citizens. 

 

Territory 
 
Territory is a key element in the management of cultural heritage as it holds an important 

cultural and social dimension, since it recognises the individual and collective identity – this is 

the area where they develop cultures throughout history- continuously used and transformed 

by mankind constituting the scene of multiple cultural manifestations.   
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Moreover, in Castile and León, the highest concentration and historical value is often found 

in an environment less urbanised and with less possibility of demographic and economic 

dynamism. 

 

In a territory where several of the Plan´s programmes converge, is an appropriate setting to 

coordinate and interrelate effectively the various initiatives with society, owners, managers 

and other institutions, with a view to the rational use of assets and values of the cultural 

heritage of a territory that ensures its conservation and allows the development of a 

sustainable management. 

 

The territory also involves other public and private institutions, social partners and 

inhabitants, and their actions may have direct or indirect influence over cultural property and 

its surroundings. Therefore, coordination and collaboration becomes an essential work 

procedure as a methodology which focuses to coordinate the conservation of cultural 

heritage with the development of other initiatives. 

 
Cooperation 

 

The search for the participation of citizens and institutions, constitutes an essential principle 

for Governments and modern administrations in the preparation and in the implementation of 

more sustainable public policies, generating employment and development. 

 

Today the care and dissemination of cultural heritage values can and must be considered as 

activities that everyone is responsible for, since cultural policies cannot be exclusively 

“public” in the sense of being acted upon only with public funds.   

 

On the other hand, these policies are more efficient and long-lasting when the institution or 

community benefits more directly, and not reducing its role as receiving agent. Instead it 

becomes an active agent in obtaining resources and joint responsibility for its maintenance. 
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It is essential that the policies of planning, intervention and cultural management from the 

economic sustainability and technical efficiency point of view, in order to promote and take 

into account the conjunction of resources from the public administrations, as well as from the 

private entities and managers of heritage assets. In the same way, those entities should be 

taken into account through their objectives and activities, which can contribute to the 

accessibility of cultural heritage. 
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II.–PAHIS PLAN 2020 STRUCTURE 
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PLAN PAHIS 2020 includes 28 objectives, which are the objectives or purposes intended to 

achieve in its development, and in achievement will contribute 26 programmes, in which are 

inserted 139 actions, to be deployed in projects and activities. Effectively promoted and 

directly executed by the Ministry of culture and tourism or efficiently concerted and 

coordinated with other institutions owners and managers, through all these initiatives to 

interlock and integrate them into the general Plan structure. 

 

Every action will have indicators to measure their effectiveness which will allow the 

continuous assessment of these with regard to validation or possible reformulation. On the 

other hand, measures envisaged will develop a monitoring and evaluation through qualitative 

and quantitative indicators that confirm the compliance of the objective of the Plan. 

 

FOCUS 1: CULTURAL HERITAGE AS A PUBLIC SERVICE 

6 Objectives  

4 Programmes  

30 Actions  

31 Indicators 

FOCUS 2:  CULTURAL HERITAGE AS AN ASSET FOR ECONOMIC AND 
SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

7 Objectives 

6 Programmes  

25 Actions  

25 Indicators 

FOCUS 3:  SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

6  Objectives 

7  Programmes 

32 Actions 

44 Indicators 

FOCUS 4:  METHODOLOGY AND FIELDS OF INTERVENTION 
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5 Objectives 

5 Programmes 

36 Actions  

23 Indicators 

FOCUS 5:  CULTURAL HERITAGE AND EXTERNAL ACTION 

4 Objectives 

4 Programmes  

16 Actions  

12 Indicators 
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Objectives of Plan PAHIS 2020  

FOCUS 1: CULTURAL HERITAGE AS A PUBLIC SERVICE 

Ob1 Raise awareness of the essential value of cultural heritage in society. 

Ob2 Motivate the recognition of cultural heritage as a component of Community values. 

Ob3 
Drive the inclusion of cultural heritage in the education, instruction and learning of a 
community. 

Ob4 Promote the accessibility of Cultural Assets. 

Ob5 Normalise and expand the implementation of new technological information and 
communication of cultural heritage. 

Ob6 Stimulate the relation between modern culture and cultural heritage. 

FOCUS 2: CULTURAL HERITAGE AS AN ASSET FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Ob7 Strengthen the professional and business area of cultural heritage. 

Ob8 Promote the training of managers and experts in cultural heritage. 

Ob9 Propel the research applied on cultural heritage. 

Ob10 
Encourage the innovation of knowledge, intervention, dissemination and management of 
cultural heritage. 

Ob11 
Promote systems with objectives on the social and economic value in the management of 
cultural heritage assets. 

Ob12 Encourage the best competence for generating employment in the actions for cultural heritage. 

Ob13 Analyse the impact on activities related to cultural heritage around employment. 

FOCUS 3: SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

Ob14 Actively document and protect assets which are part of cultural heritage.   

Ob15 Develop actions under the principle of preventive conservation. 

Ob16 Motivate the tools of cultural heritage management which define and characterise the territory. 

Ob17 
Provoke agreements of collaboration and cooperation with owners, managers, local 
communities and social agents. 

Ob18 Set up initiatives with institutions and administrations. 

Ob19 Ensure the acquirement of resources in the ordinary management of cultural assets. 

FOCUS 4: METHODOLOGY AND FIELDS OF INTERVENTION 

Ob20  Investigate, generate and transfer scientific knowledge. 

Ob21 Apply an interdisciplinary methodology based on a comprehensive vision of cultural assets. 
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Ob22 
Implement specific methods for different types of assets. 
 

Ob23 Promote the analysis and evaluation in order to improve the quality in the intervention process. 

Ob24 
Plan and prioritize interventions according to the achievement of the Plan’s strategic objectives.  
 

FOCUS 5: CULTURAL HERITAGE AND EXTERNAL ACTION 

Ob25 Promote the international knowledge of cultural assets of Castile and León. 

Ob26 Encourage the initiatives and projects of international collaboration. 

Ob27 
Propel the participation and execution of cross-border projects and programmes promoted by 
the European Union. 

Ob28 
Motivate and raise international alliances to coordinate and improve the management of 
cultural assets. 

 

Plan PAHIS 2020 Programmes 

FOCUS 1: CULTURAL HERITAGE AS A PUBLIC SERVICE 

P1 Heritage for everyone 

P2 Education in Heritage 

P3 Open heritage 

P4 e-Heritage 

FOCUS 2: CULTURAL HERITAGE AS AN ASSET FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

P5 Heritage and Development 

P6 Cultural Laboratories 

P7 Monitoring of cultural assets 

P8 Cultural Heritage training 

P9 New business expertisation  

P10 Heritage in figures 

FOCUS 3: SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 

P11 Territory systems 

P12 Cultural Projects 

P13 Preventive Conservation  

P14 Normative Action and specialised systems of protection 

P15 Collaboration with owners and managers 

P16 Institutional coordination and arrangement 

P17 Investment by private entities 

FOCUS 4: METHODOLOGY AND FIELDS OF INTERVENTION 

P18 Research and Smart Specialization 

P19 Corpus of intervention criteria and white papers 
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P20 Intervention in the various typologies and thematic fields 

P21 Heritage systems, networks and complex heritage 

P22 CCRCA Programme: Centre of Conservation and Restoration of Cultural Assets 

FOCUS 5: CULTURAL HERITAGE AND EXTERNAL ACTION 

P23 Evaluation in fields and joining international networks 

P24  AR&PA, International Biennial 

P25 European Projects 

P26 World Heritage 
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III.STRATEGIC FOCUSES 
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FOCUS 1: CULTURAL HERITAGE AS A PUBLIC SERVICE 

 

Especially during the last two decades, the concept of cultural heritage has been 

progressively transformed; it has widened its typology of assets and above all has improved 

its perception and valuation of society. This positive process has been linked to the precision 

and progress of the technical, administrative and legal criteria and procedures. It has also 

been associated with a universal perception that has allowed an interpretation of its 

complexity, but also as a social participation concerning its management and a gradual 

understanding of its significance. In this way, the interaction between the population and 

cultural heritage has exceeded the especialised primordial relationship, and almost the elitist 

to incorporate the combination of citizens, not only as pure spectators but also as involved 

individuals, encouraging their participation and importance in the elaboration of elements that 

form a culture. 

 

The modern strategies of public administrations concerning cultural heritage must include a 

stronger and more open commitment towards society. In this way, the plans, measures and 

actions on cultural assets are incorporated into the field of public service management, 

improving access and contributing to the learning and development of competences, 

behaviours and attitudes. In such a way, it will result in a greater understanding, awareness, 

respect and a more suitable esteem towards historical legacy and its cultural context. Such 

as expressed in the Charter of Brussels in 2009 on the role of cultural heritage in the 

Economy, Cultural Heritage “must be considered as a non-renewable asset that both 

administrations and citizens must view as a basic Public Service that is the object of 

mandatory concern, as well as being a fundamental right for their wellbeing and development 

and always necessary for social cohesion in a multicultural environment”. 

 

PLAN PAHIS 2020 incorporates this concept of basic public service and strategic focuses 

within the objectives to accomplish various programmes, including actions and activities on 

projects that are motivated and promoted by the administration, stimulating the inclusion of 

these criteria in other promoted initiatives by owners and managers of cultural assets. In this 
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way, we intend to emphasise and value the social function achieved by public and private 

agents dealing with cultural heritage management as much as those that ensure, investigate 

and broadcast a major part of their comprehensive assets, particularly museum centres, 

archives, libraries and universities, all of which collaborate in various projects. 

 

To strengthen learning of meanings and values of cultural assets at different ages and levels 

of educational, is considered as a present and future objective of normalisation and social 

reassessment. Thus, the Plan urges the development of different programmes through a set 

of resources and activities with educational content and various recreational and educational 

guidelines. These guidelines and basic principles of intervention constitute open 

propositions, in which actions will be incorporated by professionals and partner institutions. 

 

Cultural heritage produced over time by a group of collective individuals has progressively 

been inserted into daily life, and as such should be referred to from a respectful perspective, 

sharing their values and integrating them into a creative renewal in the enjoyment of their 

qualities. To increase this process of awareness and knowledge, the Plan envisages actions 

that guarantee and enhance accessibility, both informational and physical conditions and 

which stimulate interaction, participation and experience of citizens. For that purpose, we 

promote initiatives that include young people and groups of families in the actions and 

diverse programmes of the Plan, such as the search for alliances with other entities, owners 

and managers. A leading role acquired in the field of evaluation and improvement of sensory 

and cognitive psychomotor accessibility, incorporating information and improving the 

technical means and communication processes. 

 

Likewise, the Plan focuses to normalise and strengthen the provision of documentation 

services, and to facilitate the process of various administrative procedures, a process, in 

which the new information and communication technologies carry out an important task. 

 

The focus establishes basic objectives, picking those with an essential social feature and an 

educational function. These objectives are then integrated as principles in the remaining 
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focuses and programmes, so that multiple actions and initiatives can acquire their final 

meaning to incorporate through strategic formulation of public service.  

 

 
 
 
 
Objectives 

Ob1 Raise awareness of the essential value of cultural heritage in society. 

Ob2 Motivate the recognition of cultural heritage as a component of Community values. 

Ob3 Drive the inclusion of cultural heritage in the education, instruction and learning of a 

community. 

Ob4 Promote the accessibility of Cultural Assets. 

Ob5 Normalise and expand the implementation of new technological information and 

communication of cultural heritage.. 

Ob6 Stimulate the relation between modern culture and cultural heritage. 

In order to reach these objectives, a set of programmes has been established, which in 

practice will incorporate various actions from these programmes and other strategic focuses, 

which will help develop evaluation and monitoring through various quantitative and qualitative 

indicators. 

 

Programmes 

P1 Heritage for everyone  

P2 Education in Heritage 

P3 Open heritage  

P4 e-Heritage  
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P1. Heritage for everyone 

 

Cultural heritage is a common asset and thus its availability is a citizen’s right. This 

speculation involves the implementation of those procedures that enable the highest possible 

use of cultural assets. 

 

The access to cultural heritage must take into account the diversity of people as it requires 

precise analysis of the integrated goods in order to highly encourage this right. In the 

meantime it is accounted with the typological diversity and the physical decisive factors of 

cultural goods, while adopting technical solutions which efficiently take into consideration the 

circumstances of all citizens. 

 

The Department of Culture and Tourism today use an experimental method of examination 

and study of physical, sensorial and cognitive accessibility to cultural heritage, which is called 

the Monument Charter for Everyone (Carta de Monumentos para Todos, in Spanish), easy to 

use and allows a significant degree of precision in the information available. From this 

document, the continued study and evaluation of accessibility can be pursued with the 

incorporation of projects of diagnostic intervention, with actions undertaken for the 

improvement of this accessibility. With this purpose, collaboration agreements are 

established with entities and associations linked with this theme, and educational and 

technical meetings are promoted. 

 

The dissemination of these actions and accessibility conditions in the corresponding 

applications and electronic devices on cultural heritage, are broadcast with visit schedule 

information. 

 

 
Measures are directed towards the implementation of a suitable methodology of 

interpretation, in order to develop the knowledge and value of the sensitive aspects of the 

components of assets which are also included. 
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Actions 

a1 Analysis, diagnosis and diffusion of the comprehensive accessibility level of Assets of 

Cultural Interest. 

a2 Incorporation of the principle of maximum accessibility possible in the actions of 

intervention. 

a3 Implementation of measures for the improvement of psychomotor, sensorial and 

cognitive accessibility.  

a4 Application of new signposting and interpretation techniques of cultural assets, fulfilled 

with easy techniques of reading and interpreting.  

a5 Cooperation with local entities, managers and social agents for the establishment of 

accessibility to cultural assets. 

a6 Promotion of technical meetings and training workshops on accessibility to cultural 

assets. 

a7 Development of micro websites on accessibility. 

a8 Management and dissemination of visit schedules to Assets of Cultural of Interest, as 

well as updated detailed information on their accessibility. 

a9 Management training on Assets of Cultural Interest in the region of equal opportunities 

for people with disabilities.   

 

Indicators 

in1 Studies and evaluations to improve the integral accessibility in projects and 

interventions. 

in2 Accessibility improvement of restored assets. 

in3 Affected assets.  

in4 Activities for participants in technical meetings and training sessions. 

in5 Agreements and institutions.  

in6 Actions of dissemination accessibility. 

in7 Enquiries and users of electronic resources. 
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P2. Education in Heritage  

 

This programme defines a set of actions that ensures availability of information and 

resources on cultural heritage for children and young people, in order to increase the direct 

relation of this collective group with cultural assets, and to develop experience to strengthen 

their knowledge and value through educational and engaging activities. 

 

For this reason, the development of resources and tools is promoted as didactic material in 

activities in the understanding and dissemination of cultural heritage. Also to be provided to 

teaching staff at different levels of educational information, is advice and expertise on issues 

of interpretation of cultural heritage, through the preparation and dissemination of 

documents, and collaboration in the programming of workshops and educational activities. 

 

 
Actions 

a10 Heritage Activities for children and young people: planned visits of cultural assets, 

educational workshops and didactic programmes of monuments in restoration. 

a11 Counselling and collaboration with educational centres and faculties. 

a12 Dissemination of these actions in the Education Portal of the Regional Government of 

Castile and León. 

 
Indicators 

Basic 
 

in8 Visits to cultural heritage properties for children and young people 

in9 Didactic activities in monuments in restoration. 

in10 Didactic workshops carried out in cultural heritage properties. 

in11 Children and young people participating in planned activities. 

in12 Didactic resources. 

in13 Instructive classes and activities for teachers. 
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in14 School and teacher participation. 

 

 
 
Specific 
 

in15 Assessment of learning through reports and surveys. 
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P3. Open heritage 

 

The programme includes a set of actions focused to improve access to assets and 

information about them by citizens. The focus is to increase knowledge, achieve a correct 

perception of the meaning of various assets of cultural heritage, and as well as raise 

awareness of the value and the need for their preservation and management.   

 

With the focus of explaining the general criteria of intervention on cultural heritage, as well as 

the roles played by administrations and professionals in the knowledge, protection and 

conservation of different actions of promotion and dissemination, are articulated through 

specific initiatives as live restorations, cultural itineraries, commemorations, and cultural 

projects. 

 

Special importance in the development of activities is directed at groups of families and 

citizens closest to assets. therefore encouraging the organisation of open days in properties 

or even within specific territories, with the result of citizens knowing more about their 

heritage, and being interested in the joint responsibility of its protection.    

 

A cultural heritage calendar is conducted for the knowledge and dissemination of all the 

activities on cultural heritage and is integrated into the actions developed by other 

management centres of the Regional Government of Castile and León. It is then published 

through new information and communication technologies. 

 
 

Actions 

a13 Public visit of assets. 

a14 First hand restorations 

a15 Activities and visits to cultural properties for citizens close to assets 

a16 Activities and visits for family groups. 

a17 Interaction with cultural heritage: platforms of participation and initiatives. 
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a18 Development of the relation between cultural assets and modern creativity. 

a19 Identification of itineraries of cultural heritage. 

 

a20 Cultural Heritage Agenda. 

a21 Commemorations in relevant cultural and touristic enclaves.  

a22 Cooperation with local institutions, managers and social agents to organize visits to 

cultural sites and assets. 

 

 

Indicators 

     Basic 

in16 Promoted activities and visits to cultural heritage assets.  

in17 Enclaves and assets included in said activities. 

in18 Participants in activities. 

in19 Agreements and Institutions. 

in20 Number of itineraries in cultural heritage. 

in21 Events included in the Agenda. 

in22 Visits to cultural properties in restoration. 

in23 Partcipants in interactive platforms. 

 

     Specific 

in24 Statistics on social participation. 
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P4. e-Heritage 

 

This programme is focused on promoting the use of new information technologies in the 

service of cultural heritage. The use of these tools permits the supply of informative contents 

and technical documentation, as well as facilitating digital processing of administrative 

procedures, by trying to get a more direct and immediate communication between citizens 

and public institutions.  

 

Civil participation is also encouraged, through the Open Government Portal of the Regional 

Government of Castile and León (Portal de Gobierno Abierto de la Junta de Castilla y León), 

and creation of platforms and networks that improve the circulation and dissemination of 

activities, as well as the direct use of new technologies in enclaves and monuments in order 

to improve their promotion and dissemination. 

 

Moreover, the use of technical methods is reflected in the improvement of cataloguing 

processes of analytical tools and updating of complex databases, linked with other 

documentary servers, optimizing administrative resources. The same way that participants 

take place in the Standardised Infrastructure of Espacial Data (Infraestructura Estandarizada 

de Datos Espaciales). 

 

 
Actions 

a23 Impulse and development of new thematic areas in the cultural heritage portal. 

a24 Development of new features and applications that encourage and enhance networking 

with companies, users and social networks. 

a25 Impulse of distance processing in cultural heritage management.  

a26 Update and expansion of records, documentation and metadata of cultural assets.  

a27 Connection of technical information about cultural assets with geographical and spatial 

data.  

a28 Signalling, informing and promoting of cultural resources through electronic codes. 
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a29 Dissemination of scientific production (research and studies). 

a30 Edition of periodical publications and digital monographs.  

 

Indicators 

in25 Contents incorporated in web and digital platforms.  

in26 Consulted users, visits and thematic areas. 

in27 Administrative distance procedures.  

in28 Participation of professionals and companies in the incorporation of cataloguing and 

documenting employment and studies.  

in29 Integration of information related to cultural heritage in other servers. 

in30 Use of electronic codes and electronic links to cultural assets. 

in31 Publications and monographs of cultural assets.  
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FOCUS 2: CULTURAL HERITAGE AS AN ASSET FOR THE 

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT 

 

Cultural heritage is understood as a set of expressions and quality assets, identifying and 

linking with a territory which constitutes the inheritance of a community. Forming a network of 

interrelated elements whose integration boosts the local economy into a competitive 

advantage with other subdued activities, largely subject to cycles and periodic junctures of 

social life.  

 

In addition to the admiration and prominence this legacy has for citizens as custodians and 

users, bound to the cultural heritage sector, it constitutes strong economic and social 

material that involves professionals and small and medium-sized businesses. Recent 

analysis has evaluated the development of this sector, alternative to other dominant 

economic models, as a means of creating stable, especialised and quality employment. 

Representing an economic environment that adheres public and private investment. Which in 

turn, translates a higher rate of social profitability, and contributes new sustainable and 

efficient management of assets in its environment. 

 

As stated in the Charter of Brussels, Cultural Heritage constitutes a valuable and 

irreplaceable resource. It acts as an element that revitalises cities and territories and is able 

to improve the quality of life of their inhabitants, particularly essential for the development of 

peripheral territories affected by the process of depopulation. 

 

PLAN PAHIS 2020 promotes the participation of professionals from the business and social 

sector in the management of cultural assets. In this sense, includes the momentum of the 

Cultural Heritage Cluster of Castile and León, as an entity that seeks to enhance 

specialization in the field of cultural heritage, and obtain competitive advantage at the time of 

participation in investments and projects. Moreover this support to the professional and 
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business sectors entails training, exchange of experiences, good practices and resource 

generation.  

 

The interdisciplinary character of the teams that participate in cultural assets and the 

constant renewal of procedures and criteria, suggest a permanent update of training for 

technicians. In which the Plan anticipates measures directed at the specialisation of 

professionals of the Regional Government of Castile and León, local authorities, companies 

and society in general. 

 

By continuing experiences already directed by PLAN PAHIS 2020, it strengthens applied 

research, improving intervention procedures and reconciliation of the execution of 

infrastructures with the conservation of cultural property, looking for innovative alternatives 

and new approaches that offer sustainable solutions. The idea that extends to the patrimonial 

complex enclaves, is precise development methodologies and technical procedures that 

ensure the preservation of their characteristics. Thus, intervention processes of assets must 

be preceded by the development and application of technical analysis, diagnosis, and control 

of all parameters which affect the conservation of cultural assets. 

 

Finally, analysis of assets linked to Cultural Heritage requires the compilation and valuation 

of indicators through evaluation of statistical tables. These represent guidelines that serve to 

evaluate the compliance of objectives and perfection of undertaken strategies and actions.  

 

The focus includes some objectives which have an impact on the possibility of converting 

Cultural Heritage into a model of economic and social development, by establishing policies 

that generate social and employment cohesion. Highlighting opportunities that offer applied 

research in the definition of innovative actions to preserve and manage cultural assets.  
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Objectives 

Ob7 Strengthen the business and professional sector of cultural heritage.  

Ob8 Promote the training of managers and experts in cultural heritage. 

Ob9 Propel the research on cultural heritage. 

Ob10 Encourage the innovation of knowledge, intervention, dissemination and management 

of cultural heritage. 

Ob11 Promote systems with objectives on the social and economic value in the management 

of cultural heritage assets. 

 

Ob12  Encourage the best competence for generating employment in the actions for cultural 

heritage.  

 

Ob13  Analyse the impact on activities related to cultural heritage around employment. 

To reach these objectives a set of programmes is established, that, in practice, will 

incorporate various actions derived from this and other strategic focuses. Monitoring and 

evaluating through various quantitative and qualitative indicators will be developed. 

 

 
Programmes 

P5 Heritage and development.  

P6 Cultural laboratories.  

P7 Monitoring of cultural assets. 

P8 Cultural Heritage training 

P9 New business “expertisation”. 

P10 Heritage in figures.  
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P5. Heritage and Development  

This programme is directed at the study of proposals that favour, through innovative 

solutions, the compatibility between the development of public works, urbanism or 

environmental protection and conservation and promotion of existing cultural heritage in 

concerned areas, to both improve the population’s quality of life and guarantee the 

safekeeping of its identity values.  

 

Research applied to cultural heritage is a partner essential to the development of this 

programme, since it provides analytical instruments, generates intervention criteria and 

provides solutions. Research actions are based on the real needs of cultural property; 

establishing working hypothesis adjusted to the reality of the detected problems and suitable 

technical and human resources to the correct evaluation of results. For which, agreements 

are promoted with companies and institutions, that develop technology or instruments for the 

promotion of prototypes and patents in the field of innovation. Or that develop studies 

focused at the elaborating or manufacturing of products applicable to cultural property. 

 

Equally, the analysis and use of traditional materials, practices and systems are encouraged, 

both for their intrinsic qualities and for the maintenance of their usability.  

 

Actions 

a31 Research and development of methodologies and projects that seek harmonisation 

between the protection of cultural heritage, and the implementation of actions for the 

use of cultural assets and development of territory. 

a32 Exploration and analysis of the possibilities of traditional materials and practices related 

to energy efficiency and profitability. 

a33 Development of technical notes and manuals for rehabilitation and restoration of 

cultural heritage.  
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a34 Promotion and agreement of projects with companies and institutions that develop 

technology or instruments for the development of innovative initiatives in the field of 

cultural heritage. 

 

 

Indicators 

in1 Actions and projects. 

in2 Agreements. 

in3 Enterprises and institutions. 

in4 Enclaves and restored cultural assets 

in5 Technical manuals and elaborated guidelines 
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P6. Cultural Laboratories  

This programme encourages the creation of Cultural Laboratories, conceived as permanent 

research groups associated with cultural assets, thematic areas or typologies, that serve as a 

framework and object of experimentation for the trial, research and innovation of the general 

management of cultural heritage. 

 

Laboratories have a premise linked to a foreseen intervention on cultural assets or territories 

with different cultural properties, always combining experimental parts of research by 

obtaining practical results, and theoretical conclusions, incorporating conceptual discourses 

of cultural heritage management.   

 

In addition, their results contribute to boost interpretation techniques and communication 

strategies, tools which play an important role in the socialisation of cultural heritage. 

 

Actions 

a35 

  
Implementation of new Cultural Laboratories within the Community field of Castile and León 

a36  Support to stable multidisciplinary team research in medium and long-term projects. 

a37  Development of agreements in the field of Universities and research and training centres for 

the implementation of Cultural Laboratories. 

 

 

Indicators 

in37 Number of Cultural Laboratories 

in38 Number of agreements 

in39 Number of institutions 

in40 Number of enclaves and restored cultural assets 
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P7. Monitoring of cultural assets 

The knowledge of cultural heritage assets through monitorisation is included in the following 

policies; preventive conservation and integrated management of heritage from a sustainable 

and efficient perspective. 

 

This distinctly technical programme, presents initiatives geared towards monitoring the state 

of preservation of cultural assets, through the development of non-invasive and portable 

analytical techniques that facilitate in situ studies, without sampling collections, as well as 

control of alteration, deterioration and the measurement of environmental constants. 

 

The systematic technical inspection and information generated by these preventive actions 

enables the obtainment of data on the evolution of the state of conservation of properties, 

and together constitutes the basis of future design intervention models. 

 

In order to accomplish these targets, cooperation shall be fostered with Universities, 

research institutes, centres and institutes of preservation and restoration, laboratories and 

technology centres. Especially seeking collaboration with Departments and other centres or 

institutions linked to the Regional Government of Castile and León. 

 

 
Actions 
 
a38 Installation of devices for the recording and assessing of parameters. 

a39 Development in situ of non-invasive analysis techniques, diagnoses and 

characterisation on the condition of properties 

a40 Proceedings of systematic technical inspection (ITS in Spanish)  

a41 Development of agreements with specialised institutions. 

 

Indicators 

in41 Installed devices, analysis and studies 
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in42 Monitoring of cultural assets  

in43 Agreements with institutions 
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P8. Cultural Heritage Training 

The programme includes formative lines of action in coordination with those stakeholders 

who develop their work in the field of cultural heritage: owners, liable administrations and 

organisations and cultural and professional bodies from different disciplines. 

The celebration of courses and masters linked to a university level, can combine other 

educational proposals, such as; training workshops, conferences or seminars directed at 

students, technicians, professionals and administration personnel, in a process of continuous 

training and expert preparation. In any case, this programme focuses to provide a better 

understanding of the values and characteristics of Heritage as part of society. 

 

Actions 
 
a42 Technical conferences and seminars for social groups and collaborators. 

a43 Congresses and scientific meetings 

a44 Manuals for good practice in cultural heritage management (MBP in Spanish) 

a45 Manual for safety and prevention before despoilment (MBP in Spanish) 

a46 Recommendations for actions in situations of emergency. 

a47 Technical training conferences for the focuses of PLAN PAHIS 2020. 

 

Indicators 
 
in44 Sponsored scientific meetings. 

in45 Educational activities. 

in46 Institutions and professionals. 

in47 Elaborated manuals. 
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P9. New business "expertisation” 

Apart from these assets that constitute the experience, ability and solvency of professionals 

and enterprises, committed to the cultural heritage of the Community of Castile and León, 

new public policy collaboration means are proposed. 

 

This programme focuses to promote participation instruments in order to offer enterprises 

new ways of engaging with territory, which are connected with and allow their collaboration 

with the administration, understanding this process as a shared responsibility in the 

management of cultural heritage  

The group momentum which, in cluster mode, concentrates all entities that contribute to the 

value chain in the field of heritage,  integrating companies, institutions and other related 

agents, thus creating a terminal of expert knowledge that provides competitive advantages 

and strengthens the sector. 

 

Moreover, it is intended to promote public-private collaborations in Heritage management, 

overcome current concepts of sponsorship to find a strategic alliance with the private sector, 

so that the mentioned cooperation can secure the inclusion of Cultural Heritage in the 

productive chain. 

 

 

Actions 

Indicators 

a48 Promote cultural heritage cluster in the heritage of Castile and León. 

a49 Promotion and development of propositions for private involvement and “partnership” 

in projects of research, intervention and dissemination of cultural heritage. 

a50 Collaboration protocols with enterprises and institutions for the development and 

innovation of projects and expertisation on heritage. 
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in48 Actions and projects developed in public-private "partnership" 

in49 Collaboration and sponsorship protocols 

 

in50 Institutions and enterprises. 

in51 Cultural assets affected by entrepreneurial public-private projects 

in52 Investment 
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P10. Heritage in figures 

The collection of statistical data and comparative analysis, contributes to give greater 

visibility to the initiatives on cultural heritage and its impact on economic and social 

development. 

 

The organisation, analysis and interpretation of the indicators of the different programmes 

and actions, result in data and patterns that contribute to improving management, through 

monitoring instruments enabling access at any time to the information and publishing it on a 

regular basis.   

 

This programme contains initiatives promoted by their own competent bodies in the field of 

cultural heritage, and those made by other institutions or entities involved in cultural assets, 

for which collaboration mechanisms are established. 

 
 
Actions 
 
a51 Elaboration of regular statistics in terms of cultural heritage 

a52 Development of instruments of monitoring, control and assessment that allow 

permanent consultation of information 

a53 Development and validation of indicators 

a54 Collaboration with centres and institutions committed to the collection, analysis and 

interpretation of quantitative and qualitative data 

a55 Dissemination of information in regular publication 

 

 

Indicators 

in53 Collected data and information 

in54 Tested indicators 

in55 Publications 
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in56 Agreements with centres and institutions 
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FOCUS 3: SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE 
 

At present, the individual and isolated consideration of cultural assets has been transformed 

and enriched by a holistic vision that takes into account even the immaterial values, their 

interrelationship with other assets and their integration into the territory. This consideration 

requires new challenges in management, as well as the diversification of those agents 

involved and the design strategies and innovative work methodologies. 

The comprehensive management, which includes aspects related to research, protection, 

conservation and dissemination of heritage, must be sustainable and participatory since the 

creation, maintenance and appraisal of cultural heritage is the result of social groups. 

This strategy offers instruments and methodologies designed to protect, conserve and 

manage cultural heritage of the Community, taking into account the link with the territory, the 

characteristics of the population, as well as the quality, quantity and uniqueness of cultural 

assets. There are programmed actions that are sustainable in the long term that will affect 

the territorial development and that promote measurements to improve the participation of 

local institutions and sectoral representatives. The territory has become the setting in which 

they converge various coordinates that multiply the intervention capacity and facilitate the 

management and social use of the Heritage.  

In this perspective, PLAN PAHIS 2020 addresses the challenge of the management of the 

territory or patrimonial spaces, which gives continuity and power to the Heritage Territorial 

Systems and the Cultural Projects. In these models, the collaboration with other agents in the 

design of projects and initiatives will be increased. 

Moreover, the Plan proposes to enhance the existing Cultural Spaces as a tool to improve 

the protection and preservation of the complex sets of cultural heritage. 

 

 

The objects of this focus firstly highlight, the protagonism of public administration, defining 

the strategies for the cultural heritage management. Secondly, they underline the design of 

converging initiatives from the public and private fields and finally, the continuity in the 

ongoing implementation of initiatives that improve the participation and protagonism of 

citizens.   
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Objectives 

Ob14 Actively document and protect assets which are part of cultural heritage. 

Ob15 Develop actions under the principle of preventive conservation. 

Ob16 Motivate the tools of cultural heritage management which define and characterise the 

territory. 

Ob17 Provoke agreements of collaboration and cooperation with owners, managers, local 

communities and social agents. 

Ob18 Set up initiatives with institutions and administrations. 

Ob19 Ensure the acquirement of resources in the ordinary management of cultural assets. 

 

In order to achieve these targets a set of programmes have been established which 

converge actions from other strategic focuses and in which initiatives of other institutions, 

owners and managers come together. All of these will result in the corresponding monitoring 

and evaluation through different quantitative and qualitative indicators. 

 

Programmes 

P11 Territory systems 

P12 Cultural projects 

P13 Preventive Conservation 

P14 Normative Action and specialised systems of protection 

P15 Collaboration with owners and managers 

P16 Institutional coordination and arrangement 

P17 Investment by private entities 
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P11. Territory Systems  

 
From the initiatives undertaken in the previous PLAN PAHIS 2004-2012, one of whose 

innovations has been the territorialisation of actions, taking into account its geographic 

distribution - as well as a thematic and conceptual perspective -, the intention is to continue 

with the established methodology in the Territorial Systems of Heritage Value (called STP in 

Spanish). 

The STPs are management tools that propose a new perspective at the time of intervention 

in cultural heritage and to involve the civil society as a whole. For this reason, an 

identification is carried out, as well as an exhaustive analysis of the cultural assets and of the 

social and territorial context in which they are inserted. At the same time that, the potential 

management bodies are defined as well as the degree of their involvement through 

collaborative agreements. This tool facilitates the definition of networks with other 

programmes of the Regional Government of Castile and León board itself and other public or 

private entities. 

Moreover, this programme proposes empowerment of the figure of the Cultural Space (EC, 

in Spanish), which has become promoter of actions that influences the evaluation of cultural 

assets and the territorial development. On the other hand, these actions represent the 

partnership, autonomy, decentralisation and diversification of the sources and forms of 

financing, the promotion of more decentralised experiences of Heritage management and the 

endowment of global management models linked to the circumscribed areas. 

 

Actions 

a56 Implementation of the map of Heritage Territorial Systems in Castile and León, in line 

with the current criteria of the territorial management of the Community. 

a57 Planning and development of interventions in the Heritage Territorial Systems. 

a58 Identification of networks. 

a59 Interventions in the System of Cultural Spaces of  Castile and León. 

Indicators 

Basic 
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in57 Agreements with centres and institutions 

in58 Regular statistics of STPs 

in59 Initiatives and projects promoted by STPs and ECs 

in60 Total investment by STP 

in61 Reached agreements: number and participating organisations 

in62 Participation in networks 

 
Specifics 
 
in63 Local and territorial development indicators 
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P12. Cultural Projects  

 

This programme strengthens the management figure of Cultural Projects (PCs in Spanish), 

that can be defined as proceedings that, under the same administrative and conceptual 

connection, include: documentation, inventory and research of the tangible and intangible 

values; the development of the various intervention projects; the archaeological, architectural 

and urban environment; the restoration of movable assets; and the actions of dissemination 

during and after works. 

These activities extent the previous practice of intervention in a monument to taking 

advantage of the efforts undertaken, turning it into a strategy of interpretation and promotion 

of cultural heritage. 

In Cultural Projects the intervention itself becomes the practical explanation to citizens in 

need, and the technical characteristics of the procedures employed for the preservation and 

future guarantee of cultural heritage. It is propitious; in addition, the development of these 

projects connected to other stakeholders, that use and defend the future of sustainable 

management, is promoted. Therefore, this tool fosters the participation and boosts the 

responsibility and commitment of other institutions and associations in its engagement with 

cultural heritage. 

Actions 

a60 New PCs 

a61 Participation and agreements of PCs 

 

Indicators 

in64 PCs Regular statistics 

in65 Visitors 

in66 Students and children 

in67 Total investment of PCs 

in68 Investment/visitor 

in69 Obtained incomes 

in70 Private funding 
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in71 Organisations 

in72 Agreements 

 

Specific 

in73 Efficiency of merchandising 

in74 Marketing and promotion efficiency 
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P13. Preventive Conservation 

 

The programme includes actions of documentation, inventory and register of cultural 

heritage, with special attention to the risk and chances of viability for the safeguarding of 

intangible cultural heritage. These interventions require a periodic review to update its 

content and allow an evaluation of assets.  

Likewise, proposals for monitoring are established, controlled and/or eradicated by the 

degradation factors.  This entails protocols of monitoring environment and physical 

conditions in which the heritage material, through specific methodologies, depending on the 

needs of each type of asset, such as the control of climate and environment parameters or 

the number of visits, among others. 

At the same time, specific maintenance plans, aimed at helping owners and managers with 

their duty to preserve the assets they are responsible for, are being developed to achieve an 

ongoing action over time and to avoid restoration interventions caused by the lack of 

attention to cultural assets. 

For the safekeep of heritage assets it is considered a priority to design a security 

programme, at different territorial and thematic levels, in which it is necessary to collaborate 

with owners, institutions, managers and others concerned bodies. Among these, we can 

mention the dioceses and institutions of the Catholic Church, local authorities and cultural 

associations, members of the security forces and administration officials or civil protection 

volunteers, contributing to the protection and conservation of cultural property in areas of its 

competence.  

 

Actions 

a62 Analysis and development of technical procedures 

a63 Inventory and catalogue upgrades 

a64 Documentation and evaluation of assets 

a65 Information and documentation services 

a66 Safekeeping of intangible cultural heritage immaterial and related assets 

a67 Elaboration of  protocols and plans 
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a68 Cooperation with owners, managing bodies, companies and professionals 

a69 Agreement with law enforcement authorities and security forces 

a70 Cultural heritage protection 

a71 Preventive emergency security 

 

Indicators 

in75 Assets included in inventories, catalogues and documentation work 

in76 Brochures and inventory enquiries 

in77 Identification of  assets, definition and planning of actions on intangible cultural heritage 

in78 Assets included in Preventive Conservation Plans 

in79 Intervention protocols for the control of parameters for conservation and environmental 

conditions 

in80 Assets included in the security programme 

in81 Assets affected by actions of pillaging and aggression 

in82 Assets affected by environmental occurrences 

in83 Agreements for the improvement of active and passive security 
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P14. Normative Action and specialised systems of protection 

 

Several years since the Law for cultural heritage and regulations of Castile and León came 

into force, taking into account the new international standards and recommendations rectified 

by Spain, it seems appropriate from analysis to update the legal framework on the subject of 

cultural heritage. 

In order to improve the efficiency of intervention strategies and sustainability of cultural 

heritage management, a progressive gradual modernisation of the control and coordination 

instruments and of the media and material professional resources have been launched. 

The normative development of the figure of the Cultural Spaces will be to establish the bases 

and criteria for the management of these complex assets that promote responsibility in the 

conservation and safekeep. 

The aim is to develop criteria of acknowledgement and protection of cultural heritage, as well 

as expand protected assets through their declaration or incorporation in the Castile and 

León's Inventory of Cultural Assets. For this reason, documentation tools will be developed 

with the aim of evaluating the relevance of including assets in the different special schemes 

provided by the Law. 

 

Special attention is paid to the acknowledgement of demonstrations and cultural immaterial 

manifestations that may be considered relevant for the diffusion and promotion of its values, 

for the assessment of its vitality and continuity, for its transmission and safekeep.  

 

Actions 
 
a72 Regulatory update 
a73 New legislation 

a74 Regulatory adequacy of protected assets 

a75 Inventory and Register of  Cultural Assets of Castile and León 

a76 Procedures for the evaluation of the Uniqueness and Relevance of the assets (SR in 

Spanish) 

a77 Support for the Heritage Commissions 
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a78 Coordination of the Heritage Commissions 

 

Indicators 

in84 Annual statistics of the protected assets 

in85 Coordination actions of the Heritage Commissions 

in86 Statistics on authorisations and reports of cultural assets 
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P15. Collaboration with owners and managers 

 

The Plan launches the collaboration with owners and managers of cultural assets both in the 

technical and the economic aspects, within a strategy of intervention called Unoxuno, 

through which the aim is to obtain the co-responsibility of its conservation and in its 

implementation value. 

Management and effective protection of certain assets, such as Historic Areas, require 

heritage and urban planning instruments in order to study evaluate and arrange them, 

following appropriate criteria of management, conservation and intervention, for which help is 

offered to the municipalities. 

 

The characteristics and qualities of the Religious Heritage make it necessary to have a 

shared and concerted action among the regional Government of Castile and León, and the 

dioceses and ecclesiastic institutions in the framework of the joint Commission. A prioritised 

programme of interventions shall be determined with predictions aimed at its implementation, 

as well as the economic agreement, the procedures for management and visits to cultural 

assets, the strategies for improving the security system, updating the inventory of movable 

and immovable property and access to them. 

 

Actions 

a79 Implementation and development of UnoxUno 

a80 Cooperation with local businesses for the management of the Historic Areas (CH in 

Spanish) 

a81 Collaboration with ecclesiastical institutions 

a82 Agreements of joint financing 

 

 

Indicators 

Basic 

in 87 Institution 
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in88 Assets 

in89 Investment 

in90 Private financing 

in91 Agreements 

 

Specifics 

in92 Impact of intervention on society and the territory 
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P16. Institutional coordination and arrangement 

 

The Plan aims to encourage cross-cutting actions and programmes and to improve 

coordination actions among different administrative units, through agreements targeted to 

projects, researches, technical advice and such other jointed actions that may be 

established. 

 

The government action of the Regional Government of Castile and León is organised in 

different Departments and Directorate Generals, – depending on the legally designated 

competencies – a series of cross-cutting policies and actions are exercised, which include 

cultural heritage and necessarily have to be coordinated to guarantee administration 

efficiency.  

 

The consideration of cultural heritage as an integrated and integrator element of a territory 

has a decisive influence to formulate, through the appropriate agreements, the 

implementation of joint policies of cooperation and coordination between the Department of 

Culture and Tourism, the central State bodies and other Autonomous Communities. This 

cooperation will consider the surrounding geographical areas as a common heritage, as well 

as non bordering territories and administrations in which a sort of shared assets is identified.  

 

In this harmonization of programmes among administrations from different territorial areas 

with similar competencies, the activities from the Castile and León Centre of Preservation 

and Restoration of Cultural Assets are developed, within the framework of coordination and 

exchange of technical initiatives organised by the Network of Centres and Institutes of 

Conservation and Restoration. 

 

Actions 
a83 Coordination with the competence areas of the Regional Government of Castile and 

Leon -intra network- 
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a84 Arrangements with State central bodies and other Autonomous Communities                   

-supra network- 

a85 Participation in the Network of Centres and Institutes of Conservation and Restoration 

of Cultural Assets 

 

Indicators 

in93 Institutions 

in94 Assets 

in95 Agreements 
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P17. Investment by private entities 

 

The programme considers arrangement with the private sector, in order to enable a greater 

economic sustainability regarding to cultural assets, a matter concerning both public 

administration and agents involved.  

 

In this respect, the participation of private entities is encouraged, either through provision of 

funds or through provision of services, so that their involvement in the sustainability of 

cultural heritage is ensured. All of this based on the conviction that the action from any public 

or private entity on a cultural asset shall be seen as an investment, that generates economic 

and social benefits. 

 

Actions 

a86 Promotion of the initiative and private involvement. 

a87 Collaboration agreements. 

 

Indicators 

in96 Number of promoting actions. 

in97 Investment. 

in98 Agreements. 

in99     Assets.  

in100   Public-private investment index. 
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FOCUS 4: METHODOLOGY AND FIELDS OF INTERVENTION 

 

This focus sets out and develops the methodology of intervention on cultural heritage assets. 

The development of research in institutional centres is enhanced, and this activity is 

encouraged in the works promoted and organised with other institutions, companies and 

professionals, in a large set of sciences and techniques applied to the study, documentation, 

intervention, management and promotion of cultural heritage. 

The creation and transfer of knowledge, reinforces the smart specialization and enables the 

application of this information to the interpretation of the meaning of cultural assets. For this 

purpose, specific methodologies suitable for the diverse thematic areas of cultural heritage 

are promoted, and an interdisciplinary system based on the comprehensive assessment of 

cultural assets. Finally, the network-based research and exchange of criteria and 

experiences can be added to the above mentioned. 

The Plan envisages the definition of planning criteria, the setting of priorities, the standards 

to prepare projects, the intervention procedures and techniques on cultural assets, whatever 

their typology. To achieve this the following is proposed: the elaboration of white papers on 

the different types of assets, the analysis and assessment in order to improve on an ongoing 

basis the quality in the intervention processes and the drawing up of catalogues of good 

practices. 

Likewise, it includes the actions and projects that are scheduled by thematic area for the 

restoration, rehabilitation, conservation, and safekeep of Castile and León's cultural assets, a 

process which is supported in previous works and which interrelates with the social uses of 

cultural heritage and with the generation of resources and territorial development plans.  

This focus aims to develop the current methodologies and criteria to intervene on cultural 

assets, and define the priorities which enable the objectifying and planning of actions on the 

set of programmes on the whole of Castile and León's cultural heritage. 
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Objectives 

 

Ob20 Investigate, generate and transfer scientific knowledge. 

Ob21 Apply an interdisciplinary methodology based on a comprehensive vision of cultural 

assets. 

Ob22 Implement specific methods for the different types of assets. 

Ob23 Promote the analysis and evaluation in order to improve the quality in the intervention 

process. 

Ob24 Plan and prioritize interventions according to the achievement of the Plan’s strategic 

objectives. 

 

In order to reach these objectives, a set of programmes is established. Within these 

programmes, actions from other strategic focuses converge and initiatives from other 

institutions, owners and managers are integrated. From these actions the corresponding 

monitoring and assessment will be carried out, through various quantitative and qualitative 

indicators. 

 

 

Programmes 

 

P18 Research and Smart Specialisation 

P19 Corpus of intervention criteria and white papers 

P20 Intervention in the various typologies and thematic fields 

P21 Heritage systems, networks and complex heritage 

P22 CCRCA Programme: Centre of Conservation and Restoration of Cultural Assets. 
. 
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P18. Research and Smart Specialisation  

 

Research on cultural heritage is multidisciplinary and generates a large range of knowledge 

and applications. It requires a diversification of actions and from those handling the different 

typologies and aspects of the cultural heritage, and their boost for medium-term to optimise 

resources and results. 

In this respect, PLAN PAHIS 2020 aims to incorporate studies of various projects in the 

corpus and inclusive documentary bases. 

Research supposes the generation and dissemination of knowledge on the history and 

culture of Castile and León, as well as its application to the conservation and intervention on 

cultural assets, promoting the development and execution of projects in diverse thematic 

areas and in different disciplines, such as archaeology, history, ethnology or intangible 

heritage. 

In the archaeological field, research serves as two specific methodologies – prospection and 

excavation – and with special attention devoted to the analytical techniques and research 

processes, which enable the obtainment of major scientific benefits from the remains that 

have already been discovered in fieldworks. 

There is a special enhancing and assessment of these projects and propositions focused on 

the stages of our history which are less known, and those research programmes about our 

past in which interdisciplinary teams of professionals from universities and research centres 

participate. Historical research, from its diverse perspectives, will be orientated to document 

and know the movable and immovable assets, and their historical, social and economic 

contexts. 

Ethnographic research and anthropological interpretation techniques constitute the 

methodology of application to catalogues and studies of the ethnological heritage, and 

intangible cultural heritage, as well as the processes of analysis related to the perception, 

use and social construction of Heritage. 

Likewise, these activities which are focused on the study and knowledge of cultural heritage 

management are boosted. They include, among others, aspects related to the integration in 
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society, with representativeness, assessment as a development resource, sustainability or 

citizen participation. 

All these initiatives are marked by an effective encouragement of the cooperation with 

university departments and other research, conservation and restoration centres as well as 

with business entities or professional bodies, in order to develop research projects on cultural 

heritage, from a larger perspective of cultural resources and actions such as cataloguing, 

restoration and management. Preference will be given to actions and initiatives which 

enhance solid and competitive research teams in Castile and León. 

 

Actions 

 

a88  Documentation and research. 

a89  Archaeological research in Castile and León. 

a90  Intangible cultural heritage research. 

a91  Intervention procedures and techniques on movable and immovable assets. 

a92 Study and identification of pathogens and variables which affect Heritage conservation. 

a93  Innovative treatments for stone, wood and other materials. 

a94  Support and cooperation in research. 

 

Indicators 

 

in101 Research projects 

in102 Periodical assessment of results 

in103 Assets as an object of research  

in104 Concerted actions for research 

in105 Entire investment in research 
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P19. Corpus of intervention criteria and white papers  

 

The programme focuses on the systematisation of protocols and procedures used in the 

intervention and conservation processes of cultural assets, to which are added cultural 

heritage assessment and diagnosis, which helps to have an update overview of its 

characteristics and to obtain objective data in order to give priority to the different proposals 

for action.  

The experience related to the interventions on assets from Castile and León cultural heritage 

enables us to think about and obtain conclusions on the criteria and methodologies of 

actions; strengthening the efficacy, quality and sustainability standards.  

The creation of an accessible documentary collection will be very useful to establish the 

historical balance and the development of criteria, techniques and approaches, encouraging 

a better control and monitoring of the state of conservation of the works restored and the 

critical review of the solutions provided. In this respect, the Plan proposes to create an 

accessible corpus of criteria adopted in the restoration projects and actions, suitable for the 

different types of assets. 

The elaboration of white papers on thematic areas or specific typologies of cultural assets is 

envisaged. These documents contain a detailed analysis, the design of a strategy for action 

and the planning of proposals and possible alternatives. These technical instruments will 

have an open nature and will be in constant evolution, offering examples and experiences 

which may serve as a guide and model adaptable to different territorial and social 

circumstances. Its elaboration will be driven by the Department of Culture and Tourism, 

which will promote the participation of other institutions, companies and professionals in the 

research of models and projects. 

 

The planning is based on the exhaustive knowledge of the cultural assets from an 

assessment which goes in depth in the understanding of its state of conservation, through 

the multidisciplinary and ordered approach fostered by historical, archaeological and 
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architectural studies, complemented by the diagnosis and the graphic and metric 

documentation. 

At this stage of work are established the concrete necessities of the property as well as the 

pertinence to complete the studies with others more specific – scientific studies on materials, 

researches on assets which adorn and complement the space or stratigraphic reading of 

manufacture – or the objective necessities of intervention related to restoration, conservation, 

maintenance and/or technical monitoring. 

The restoration of movable assets takes into account the variety of materials and typologies, 

the state of conservation and its relation with other assets and with the building in which they 

are stored or in which there are integrated. Special attention is given to actions carried out on 

movable assets showing special vulnerability and for which, because of their material 

characteristics, historical evolution, location or use, it is considered that they can present a 

major risk of deterioration. 

Archaeology has defined and perfected an own methodology based on scientific and 

theoretical foundations evolving on an ongoing basis, which have been interpreted and 

assumed by professionals in Castile and León. The experience in all the aspects related to 

archaeological heritage enables to set an objective diagnosis of the assets' situation which 

leads to the drawing up of a catalogue of good practices. 

The Plan works with an overview of comprehensive management of the Intangible cultural 

heritage in accordance with the criteria laid down in the UNESCO Convention for the 

Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage, which establishes a number of measures to 

guarantee its viability in the transmission and continuity, such as are the identification, 

documentation, research, preservation, protection, promotion, valorisation, transmission – 

through the formal and informal training – and the revitalisation in their different aspects. 

 

Actions 

 

a95 Criteria for previous studies. 

a96 Processes of assessment and diagnosis. 

a97 Technical action protocols (PAT in Spanish). 
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a98 Practical handbook of maintenance and conservation. 

a99 White papers and planning strategies. 

a100 Assessment tests. 

a101 Atlas of the intangible cultural heritage. 

a102 Handbook of technical criteria and of intervention processes. 

a103 Dissemination of archaeological reports and of interventions on cultural assets. 

 

 

Indicators 

 

in106 Drawn up documents 

in107 Assets 

in108 Collected documentation  

in109 Dissemination of reports and interventions 
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P20. Intervention in the various typologies and thematic fields 

 

This programme includes the management and conservation of the cultural asset integrated 

in its cultural, social and territorial environment, its maintenance all over the years and the 

adoption of promotion and dissemination actions. 

Moreover, the consideration of diverse typologies of assets in its territory supposes the 

creation of new criteria of perception, assessment and management, which consider cultural 

and natural heritage in an integrated way, as well as the resulting cultural landscapes. 

The schedules on the immovable assets include the application of a multidisciplinary 

methodology which covers the archaeological, historical or documentary aspects, such as 

those which concern to the architectural characteristics, subsoil or any aspect which 

contributes to the determination of the technical procedures of intervention and the strategies 

related to their maintenance and management. 

These interventions approach all the historical and thematic typologies, continuing the 

experience and good practices of the previous sectoral plans. Special attention is given to 

priorities of conservation, to historical periods less covered and to the previous uses of the 

asset. Likewise, the arrangement and collaboration in actions with other institutions are part 

of the prioritisation criteria with regard to the intervention on assets, their sustainability and 

social projection. 

There are also developed territorial strategic projects and comprehensive plans for the 

protection, conservation or new uses of the industrial facilities, villages, infrastructures and 

landscapes. 

The whole Ethnological Heritage is studied from a comprehensive perspective, which takes 

into account the interrelation of the territorial area with the diverse types of traditional 

architecture, the organisation and exploitation of natural resources, and with the 

development of intangible cultural manifestations and expressions. The intervention planning 

aims to the conservation of the material components and their functionality, as well as the 

promotion and safeguard of intangible aspects. 
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Priority is given to the intervention on movable assets due to the objective risk of the loss of 

their historical and cultural values, according to their state of conservation, because of 

factors related to the use, taking into account the diverse types of assets and establishing 

working lines to promote comprehensive projects. In this respect, a highlighted consideration 

is given to these assets bound to architecture and which create an indivisible body for the 

understanding of the all tangible and intangible aspects. 

An ongoing encourage is given to the programme of value enhancement of the sites which 

contribute to the interpretation and promotion of the archaeological assets, through the 

arrangement of actions between managers and institutions. It is decisive in this sort of 

actions the possibility of outdoor exhibition of the remains, watching over their optimal state 

of conservation. 

 

Actions 

 

a104 Typological, chronological and functional diversity of intervention in immovable assets. 

a105 Typological, chronological and functional diversity of intervention in movable assets. 

a106 Interpretation and value enhancement of archaeological sites. 

a107 Intervention and value enhancement of Industrial Heritage. 

a108 Identification, intervention and value enhancement of intangible and ethnological 

heritage. 

 

Indicators 

 

in110 Restored assets. 

in111 Investment. 

in112 Value enhancement actions. 
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P21. Heritage systems, networks and complex heritage 

 

This programme includes the categories of historical routes, historical sites, historical 

complexes, ethnological complexes, cultural landscapes and archaeological sites in the 

urban environment, which reflect the territory organisation and the articulation of the 

communication roads throughout history. In this section, it has to be included the order of the 

diverse historical ways of articulating the working, productive or social-relationship spaces 

which are exceptional witnesses of the cultural strategies and ways of life. All this supposes 

the design of concrete projects for their identification, cataloguing, conservation and value 

enhancement. 

The historical urban complexes in which are integrated diverse types of constructions – 

public and private – the infrastructures, roads, open areas and territorial environments, as 

well as an ongoing transformation activity, require an exhaustive planning which would 

guarantee the conservation of the cultural assets and would enable their compatibility with 

the dynamism of daily life. In this respect, the PLAN PAHIS 2020 envisages the promotion 

and improvement of special plans and management plans, and the dissemination of 

technical criteria and good practices which may apply in historical complexes, with an 

institutional cooperation strategy with public and private entities. 

In the archaeological context, the experience has enabled to define a work methodology and 

to assess its results, which recommends the drawing up of archaeological maps for historical 

complexes, for archaeological areas and for inventoried sites situated totally or partially in 

urban centres. The detailed analysis of these archaeological sites, in which should be use all 

of the possibilities of the registers by means of geographical information systems, will enable 

a diagnosis of their spatial extension, a prediction around their temporal and stratigraphic 

dimension, and consequently the adoption of the urban measures to adopt for their 

documentation and conservation. 

Likewise, cooperation and coordination means and measures are promoted between 

different institutions, bodies and owners for the conservation, intervention and promotion of 

the industrial heritage assets. 
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Actions 

 

a109 Conservation, intervention and dissemination of areas with historical values. 

a110 Good practices in Historical Complexes – CH in Spanish–. 

a111 Strategy and promotion of Historical Routes –VH in Spanish–. 

a112 Archaeological maps in urban centres. 

a113 Proposals of conceptual categorisation: landscapes, territories, areas. 

a114 Definition of the value and the effect on Heritage in complex systems. 

 

 

Indicators 

 

in113 Restored assets 

in114 Investment 

in115 Archaeological maps 

in116 Good practices documents drawn up 

in117 Promotion actions 
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P22. CCRCA Programme: Centre of Conservation and Restoration of Cultural Assets 

 

This Centre, a pioneer in Spain, has been entrusted the functions to conserve and restore 

Castile and León cultural heritage from the interdisciplinary and interdepartmental 

collaboration and constitutes a reference as a research centre. It collaborates with university 

departments and participates as a specialized body in projects of the National Plan I+D+i 

(investigation, development and innovation) and in National Plans of intervention. 

Its functional specialisation and the interdisciplinary approach of its action are the basis of 

the interventions, which joint around specific intervention programmes, such as the 

developed over the last years in collaboration with the Holy Week Committees and 

Brotherhoods of diverse Castile and León localities with special importance, which has 

supposed a model regarding to the arrangement reached between the autonomous 

Administration and the different groups involved in the conservation, safe-keeping and 

manipulation of assets showing special relevance. 

Moreover, the Centre is the basis and the technical support of interventions carried out by 

the Castile and León Regional Government and by other institutions with which it works 

within a network. 

 

 

Actions 

 

a115 Identification of deterioration processes, diagnoses and pathologies. 

a116 Analysis and characterisation of materials. 

a117 Treatments and processes in conservation and restoration. 

a118 New technologies in conservation and restoration of cultural assets. 

a119 Research and studies of interventions in the Castile and León Regional Government. 

a120 Collaboration with universities and research centres. 

a121 Participation in the I+D+i National Plan, in National Plans of intervention and in 

European programmes. 
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a122 Recommendations for the maintenance, conservation, control and assessment. 

a123 Dissemination and didactics. 

 

 

Indicators 

 

in118 Research projects. 

in119 Conservation and restoration interventions developed. 

in120 Number of restored assets. 

in121 Documents about criteria and methods to systematise and contribute to the 

improvement  of the quality of the generated information. 

in122 Catalogue of studies and restored works. 

in123 Actions concerted with other institutions. 
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FOCUS 5: CULTURAL HERITAGE AND EXTERNAL ACTION  

 

The role of culture as a factor of revitalisation and economic boost of territories appears 

today like an opportunity, as it has been recognised by diverse international bodies and 

public and private institutions, professionals and companies. The pairing economy-culture 

seems to be inseparable, especially in Europe. 

Therefore, it is proposed to make an additional effort to encourage European cultural 

industries – of special excellence and attractiveness in the global arrangement in order to 

contribute to the economic growth, which has to be understood as an opportunity of creation 

and differentiation of a safe and competitive value. 

In that regard, the EVoCH platform – Economic Value of Cultural Heritage – has supposed 

the constitution of a stable work group and a European network for the knowledge and 

dissemination of cultural heritage in connection with economic development. This project is 

interrelated with the experience developed from the international biennial AR&PA (Biennial of 

the Heritage Restoration and Management), in which, throughout various editions, it has 

been debated about the cultural heritage concept and have been implemented numerous 

proposals related to the insertion of cultural assets in the society and the innovation in their 

management.  

These actions and knowledge serve as a reference to improve international initiatives and to 

drive projects of collaboration with national and international institutions. 

 

Objectives 

Ob25  Promote the international knowledge of cultural assets of Castile and León. 

Ob26  Encourage the initiatives and projects of international collaboration. 

Ob27 Propel the participation and execution of cross-border projects and programmes 

promoted by the European Union. 

Ob28 Motivate and raise international alliances to coordinate and improve the management 

of cultural assets. 
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In order to achieve these objectives, a set of programmes is established. Each programme 

defines its content, the main actions and the indicators for its monitoring and assessment. 

 

Programmes 

P23 Promotion and participation in international networks. 

P24 AR&PA (Biennial of the Heritage Restoration and Management), International Biennial. 

P25 European projects. 

P26 World heritage. 
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P23. Valuation in fields and joining in international networks  

 

This programme promotes the participation and collaboration with initiatives and 

programmes from international institutions for the promotion, protection, conservation and 

dissemination of the Castile and León cultural heritage, as well as the development of 

technical works in accordance with the guidelines laid down in the international conventions 

and recommendations. 

An effort is made on the enhancement of collaboration actions in the management of the 

European cultural routes in which the Castile and León Regional Government participates. 

Candidatures of other new possible cultural routes to the European Heritage Label are 

fostered. 

Likewise, initiatives related to the application and dissemination of the principles of the 

Charter of Brussels are promoted. It addresses more especially the development of activities 

related to the economic valuation of the cultural heritage and other initiatives in cooperation 

with European institutions specialised in heritage. 

 

Actions 

a124 Exchange of good practices, experiences, criteria and methodologies. 

a125 Coordination and collaboration with owners and managers of European cultural routes. 

a126 Boost and promotion of economic valuation activities of cultural heritage. 

a127 Dissemination of the proposals from the Charter of Brussels. 

a128 International projection and promotion of the Castile and León cultural heritage. 

a129 Arrangement of actions with Portuguese entities. 

 

Indicators 

in124 Participating institutions. 

in125 Implemented initiatives. 

in126 Activities of economic valuation of the cultural heritage.
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P24. AR&PA, International Biennial 

 

The AR&PA International Biennial (Biennial of the Heritage Restoration and Management) is 

the meeting place and discussion forum for professionals and institutions devoted to the 

cultural heritage guardianship, safe-keeping, conservation, restoration, research, 

development and management, as well as the area where activities are celebrated in which 

participate persons interested in knowing how and why it intervenes in the preservation of the 

heritage. 

The AR&PA, which has been consolidated as an unavoidable reference, at the moment, is 

the unique event with such characteristics devoted to cultural heritage in Spain and one of 

the most important in Europe. Currently, it is supported by the UNESCO World Heritage 

Centre and the European Commission. 

 

Actions 

a130 Encouraging and enhancing the AR&PA Biennial. 

a131 Recruitment of collaborators and participants. 

a132 Projection of the Biennial and its initiatives. 

a133 AR&PA network. 

 

Indicators 

in127 Institutions, companies and professionals. 

in128 Implemented initiatives. 

in129 Social projection. 
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P25. European projects 

 

The experience gathered in cross-border and European projects shall be consolidated with 

new proposals of participation in initiatives that arose under the protection of the European 

provisions, which would enable the Castile and León Autonomous Community to exchange 

good practices and to be integrated into international innovative networks in the 

conservation, restoration and management of the cultural heritage and which would increase 

the financing of determined projects. 

There are numerous objectives: pool the knowledge of historical periods, exchange initiatives 

undertaken in each of the geographical areas, comparing and contrasting intervention criteria 

on the cultural assets, transmit to society the existing cultural heritage within the framework 

of the Europe of citizens, promote dissemination plans, and establish cooperation platforms 

in the management and organisation of networks related to cultural heritage. 

The collaboration is especially intense with our neighbouring country – Portugal – with which 

we share diverse projects whose final goal is to promote sustainable economic growth and 

cross-border territorial cohesion, through an intervention whose development driving force 

will be the main assets of the territory: its people, cultural heritage and landscapes.  

With the formation of the South-West Europe Macro-region, a work in a process of 

interregional collaboration is carried out, which aims to generate wealth, to put new energy 

into the territories and to promote citizens' welfare. 

 

Actions 

a134 New proposals and management of European projects in terms of cultural heritage. 

a135 New proposals and management of European transnational cooperation programmes. 

a136 "Expertisation" and training. 
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Indicators 

in130 Participated institutions, companies and professionals. 

in131 Participation in European programmes and undertaken initiatives. 

in132 Financing provided by the programmes. 
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P26. World Heritage 

 

Castile and León has numerous cultural assets and enclaves which have been recognised 

by the UNESCO due to the excellence of its values and due to the conservation, research 

and management works carried out. The recognition of the heritage importance of these 

assets involves the commitment to obtain and improve the conditions in which they are. 

Therefore, it aims to enhance the collaboration with public and private institutions which 

manage assets inscribed on the World Heritage List, as well as the participation with civil 

society. 

The implementation, coordination and development of collaboration platforms constitute one 

of the priorities of the Castile and León Regional Government in order to consolidate the 

efforts and synergies in the improvement of conservation, documentation and management 

of these assets inscribed due to their contribution to humanity. Therefore, a proposal is made 

to encourage actions of collaboration with bodies and associations which promote the 

updating of innovative criteria in the planning on cultural assets and initiatives guided to the 

cultural and touristic promotion and dissemination. 

 

Actions 

a137 Management of inscribed assets. 

a138 Indicative list and new candidatures. 

a139 Collaboration and cooperation with the World Heritage Centre and with managers of 

other inscribed assets. 

 

Indicators 

in133 Institutions. 

in134 Implemented initiatives. 

in135 Investment in inscribed assets. 
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IV.– PLANNED INVESTMENT 
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Planned investment 

 

The direct investment planned for the development of programmes and actions of the 

Plan PAHIS 2020 of the Castile and León Cultural Heritage amounts to 102,702,297 

Euros. 

It shall be added to this financing the actions and investments which are carried out for 

the promotion of Culture and Tourism Department, in coordination and arrangement 

with other cultural heritage managers, owners, public administrations, foundations, 

associations and private entities, in accordance with the strategies and specific 

initiatives in this Plan. 

As a consequence, the total investment estimated for the period of validity of the Plan 

PAHIS 2020 amounts to some 150 million Euros. 
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